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 36 MILLION
smokers and vaping enthusiasts reached since 2015!

1st Place 

SMOK Nord
The cobra-patterned Nord is powered by a 1100
mAh battery and comes with coil options that will
cater to all vapers – including a high-performing 0.6-
ohm mesh coil.

BUY NOW

LEARN MORE

Runner-Up   Runner-Up 
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Best Pod Vapes &
JUUL Alternatives

For a smooth transition into vaping, pod vapes are your best
bet. Simple, compact and easy to use, even for smokers.
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Uwell Caliburn

BUY NOW

LEARN MORE

Aspire AVP

BUY NOW

LEARN MORE

QUICK LINKS

1 What is a pod vape?

2 Re�llable vs pre-�lled pod systems

3 Who should use pod vapes?

4 Bene�ts of pod vapes

5 Downsides of pod vapes

6 How to use a pod vape

7 What e-juice is best to use for re�llable pods?

What’s the best vape for beginners or if you want to quit

smoking? It’s gotta be pod vapes! Like the JUUL, these
competitor mini vapes are small and simple to use. The
thing is, now there’s an exhausting amount of these
little vape devices on the market. It can be di�cult to
know which ones are worth purchasing. We’ve
simpli�ed it for you. Of the scores of pod vapes we’ve
tested, this is our list of the best.

RE-FILLABLE
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SMOK Nord
The SMOK Nord can be used with its 1.4-ohm coils for
MTL vaping, but where it shines is with its high-
performing 0.6-ohm mesh coils designed for direct lung
inhales. The Nord is available in six gorgeous cobra-
patterned color con�gurations and comes with a 1100
mAh battery, and pods that �t 3 mL of e-liquid.

BUY NOW

RE-FILLABLE

Uwell Caliburn
The Uwell Caliburn is a lightweight pod vape
constructed of aluminum alloy. Its 520 mAh battery can
be button or draw-activated. The pods snap in securely
with a magnetic connection and feature an easy top-�ll
system. They hold 2 mL of e-liquid and house 1.4-ohm
coils that provide solid �avor and a comfortable draw.

BUY NOW

RE-FILLABLE
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SAVE 15%
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Aspire AVP
The Aspire AVP is a compact pod system with a
premium feel. It comes with three available pod options
(1.2-ohm nichrome, 1.3-ohm ceramic, 0.6-ohm mesh)
and features three adjustable power levels and a long-
lasting 700 mAh battery. The AVP ships with two 2 mL
pods in the box and is available in nine color accents on
a carbon �ber body.

BUY NOW

RE-FILLABLE

Lost Vape Orion DNA Go
The Lost Vape Orion is the �rst pod system to house a
DNA chipset. It �res up to 40 watts and comes with 2-
mL re�llable pods and a 950-mAh battery. With EScribe
compatibility, adjustable air�ow and pod options for
both direct-lung and mouth-to-lung vaping, the Orion is
the most versatile pod system out there.

BUY NOW
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RE-FILLABLE

SMOK Novo 2
The follow-up to the best-selling SMOK Novo is here!
The Novo 2 is a compact draw-activated pod vape with
a large 800 mAh battery. Version 2 introduces dual-coil
MTL pods and comes with updates on air�ow intake
and battery structure. The Novo comes with a 12-
month warranty instead of the industry-standard 3
months.

BUY NOW

RE-FILLABLE

IPV V3-mini
The Pioneer4You IPV V3-mini is a pod system like no
other! The �rst automatic-squonk pod vape to ever hit
the market bundles the TC-operated V3-mini mod with
the Elf ADA, a disposable bottom fed atomizer. The
device houses a long-lasting 1400 mAh battery and is
available in a wide array of stunning colors and designs.

9.0
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BUY NOW

RE-FILLABLE

SMOK In�nix
The SMOK In�nix is like a re�llable JUUL. It’s practically
leak-free and has an automatic and very tight draw. It
has one of the fastest charge times at under 25
minutes, and it supports pass-thru charging. Its
diamond-shaped body is easy to hold, and the
mouthpiece tapers down to an ergonomic shape for
the lips.

BUY NOW

What is a pod vape?

A pod vape is a mini vape based on a two-part system: a
pod �lled with vape juice that snaps into a small battery.
They’re available in pre-�lled or re�llable designs. Some
will have power buttons but often they’re automatic —
meaning you just take a drag on them to make vapor.

Most pod vapes, also referred to as pod mods, vape
pods, mini vapes or pod systems, were designed for
smokers transitioning into vaping.

9.0
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Re�llable vs pre-�lled pod
systems
Every pod system can be sorted into two categories:
re�llable and pre-�lled. Each style comes with their own
pros and cons. When purchasing a pod system, it
ultimately comes down personal preference.

Re�llable pod systems: give you more freedom in

terms of �avor. Also known as open-system vapes,

these devices utilize empty pods that are manually

�lled by the user. The main advantage to them is that

you have a wider range of �avors at your disposal.

Pre-�lled pod systems: also referred to as or closed

system vapes, are non-re�llable pod vapes that use

cartridges, known as pods, pre-�lled with e-liquid.

The main advantage is not having the complication of

choosing the right e-liquid and the convenience of

not having to �ll them yourself.

Who should use pod vapes?

Smokers that want to quit appreciate their

simplistic design and satisfying method of delivering

nicotine. They also enjoy their cigarette-like draw.

Experienced vapers �nd that they make great

companions to their larger vaping setups, especially

for mouth-to-lung vapers.

Stealth vapers gravitate towards these mini vapes

for their compact size and discreet cloud production.

Bene�ts of pod vapes

Simple & easy to use

Smallest mini vape available

Designed for vaping to quit smoking

Low e-liquid consumption

Instantly change �avors

Easy to maintain

Tight draw (comparable to that of a cigarette)

Discrete

Minimal vapor production

Pod systems o�er many advantages over other vaping
devices. The main ones being convenience and
simplicity. They’re easy to use, making them more
appealing to ex-smokers who don’t want to be
bombarded with technical features.

There are other bene�ts to pod vaping that even
experienced vapers can appreciate. For example,
switching �avors is easier than before. Just pop in a
di�erent pod and go.
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If you want to conserve e-juice, a pod vape is your best
bet. They use less e-liquid in a day, which is more cost
e�ective and harm reducing. Additional bene�ts include
their MTL-style draw, not having to build coils and the
other maintenance required for other vapes.

Downsides of pod vapes

Small battery capacity

Limited vapor production

Limited �avor selection

Can be more expensive

Pod systems are great for smokers but come with a few
disadvantages. Due to their compact size, they have less
battery capacity than a regular vape mod. Other
downsides include a limited (but growing) �avor
selection and a higher price tag.

How to use a pod vape

1. Make sure the battery is fully charged. If it isn’t, plug

it in and charge it �rst.

2. If you’re using a re�llable pod vape, remove the

plug/seal, and �ll it up with the e-liquid of your

choice.

3. Allow at least 5-10 minutes for the juice to settle to

be absorbed fully into the wick.

4. Insert the pod �rmly into the device. If your pod vape

has an on/o� function, make sure it’s on.

5. If your pod vape is draw activated, then go ahead and

take a pu� as if it were a regular cigarette. If it has a

�re button, hold it while inhaling, but don’t press it

beforehand.

That’s it. Enjoy your vape. To get the most longevity out
of your pods, never vape them when they’re empty or
you can run the risk of a burnt coil. Once the liquid is
almost gone, re�ll it or dispose of it. (You can usually get
about a week or two out of a re�llable vape pod before
needing to replace the coil… depending on how often
you use them.)

What e-juice is best to use for
re�llable pods?

Nicotine salt e-liquid — most commonly used for pod
vapes, introduced and popularized by the JUUL vape.

Other e-liquids — Any e-liquid that has at least 50% PG
content. Typically, 50/50 VG/PG ratios work best. Some

https://vaping360.com/nicotine-salts-e-liquid/
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pod vapes however will work well with higher VG based
e-liquid.
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Best Vape Mods and Box Mods

By Lindsay Fox Posted April 20, 2019 Tweet

 

Vape mods are the devices of choice for long-term vapers, offering huge improvements in battery life

and performance in comparison to eGo-style and (especially) cigalike devices, and opening up levels

of customization in your vaping experience you can’t get any other way. But the world of mods is a big

one, and with such a fantastic range of mods – from the beginner-friendly VV/VW devices to the

mechanical mods some veteran vapers still prefer – how do you go about choosing the best vape

mods?

 

We conducted surveys of vapers, looking at the best VV/VW mods and the best mechanical mods,

and we’ve used the results to produce definitive top 10 lists of the top vape mods and box mods on the

market in 2019 for these classes of device.

 

So which are the best vape mods and box mods for 2018/2019? Here are the top 10s.

 

Best Vape Mods and Box Mods (VV/VW)
 

10 – SMOK T-PRIV 220W
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Brought forth the latest addition to the powerful line-up of intelligent SMOK branded vaping devices

comes the new SMOK T-Priv VV/VW box mod starter kit, a furious mix that combines the highly

unique T-Priv box mod and the incredibly performing Big Baby Beast tank.

 

SMOK puts out some of the best box mods on the market and the T-Priv version earned enough votes

to make it to our top ten. The SMOK T-Priv features a stunning design that incorporates nine colorful

LED strips that are fully customizable and synchronized to the stealth firing bar. Along with an intuitive

OLED display that offers rich data feedback, intelligent atomizer recognition among a slew of vital

safety features, the T-Priv box mod is all that and more. Navigating its advanced menu system, you’ll

have options to adjust its maximum power up to 220 watts, while its temperature control suite offers

support for Ni200 Nickel, Titanium, and Stainless Steel heating elements. A hinged battery cover

conceals a dual 18650 battery bay and a micro-USB port is equipped for charging and future firmware

upgrades.

 

To deliver the perfect pairing, the SMOK Big Baby Beast tank rests atop sporting a 24.5mm diameter

with a large 5mL e-juice capacity. This stainless steel and glass constructed tank offers all the right

features to complete the experience, such as a top fill design, dual adjustable airflow control, a delrin

ultra-wide drip tip, and the use of the patented baby turbo engines coil structure, which can support up

to 100 watts of vaping power. The SMOK T-Priv starter kit is an extraordinary box mod for those that

want an aggressive, quality vape experience.

 

The SMOK T-Priv starter kit is currently priced at $72.95.

 

 

9 – VooPoo Drag 2
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The VooPoo Drag 2 picks up where the original left off, dropping the angular edges of the original and

making the package more compact and portable, while still maintaining the exceptional performance.

It’s a dual 18650 mod, with a rugged-yet-cool look and a simple layout in terms of buttons and

displays; it looks formidable but also user-friendly. It runs on the Gene Fit chip, which takes the speed

and responsiveness that made vapers love the original Gene chip and makes it even quicker, more

efficient and safer.

 

The device supports wattage-based vaping up to a massive 177 W and TC vaping, working with coils

as low as 0.05 ohms in either mode and supporting titanium, nickel and stainless steel, so all types of

TC coil. It also allows you to adjust the TCR so you can perfectly tailor the device’s performance to suit

your preferences. All of this is housed within sturdy zinc alloy chassis, with a magnetic battery door

and simple layout all round.

 

The vape mod comes in a kit with the 3.5 ml capacity Uforce T2 sub ohm tank, which comes with 0.4

and 0.2 ohm coils, a spare (larger-capacity) glass tube and some parts. You also get a USB charging

cable when you pick up the kit. It costs $79.95 from DirectVapor.

 

 

8 – Innokin BigBox Atlas
 

 

 

Taking the spot of eighth best vape mod on the market is Innokin’s BigBox Atlas, a device that blends

powerhouse performance with an eye-catching and cool design. It’s a chunky, dual 18650 box mod,

but it packs a substantial punch with a 200 W maximum output and has plenty more to offer thanks to

fully-stocked temperature control functionality and the Aethon chipset powering the whole thing.

 

The most striking thing about the BigBox Atlas is undoubtedly the design, with a resin body sporting an

impressive honeycomb design, and the whole thing coming with an 810 (wide-bore) drip tip with a

similar style too. Below the surface-level, though, the mod is still an impressive offering. Along with the

huge 200 W maximum power output, it features TC vaping with nickel, titanium and stainless steel

coils, meaning you can pretty much vape any way you want with the device. It has the same menu

system as most recent Innokin devices, but it’s undeniably easy to navigate as long as you’ve used a

mod before. From the magnetized battery door to the, 24k gold spring-loaded 510 connection, they’ve

taken a lot of care over every aspect of the design, and it shows.

 

The BigBox Atlas costs $69.95 new. While it might not be the cheapest vape mod you could pick up,

it’s definitely one to consider if you want your device to turn heads.

 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/voopoo-2
https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/bigbox-atlas
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7 – Eleaf iStick Pico S 100 W
 

 

 

The original iStick Pico did a great job of balancing portability with capability, but the updated Pico S

100 W takes seventh place in this best ecig mod list for VV/VW devices. It keeps all of the appeal of

the original device, but takes 21700 batteries, improves the design and boosts the maximum power

output compared to the original device, while not sacrificing the compact nature of the mod.

 

The Pico S 100 W TC comes with the Eleaf Ello Vate tank, which is a 28 mm diameter, 6 ml capacity

tank that ships with 0.15 and 0.2 ohm atomizer heads. Without the tank, the Pico S is still pretty

compact, measuring just 3 and 1/8 by 2 by 1 inches, and while the tank adds to the height of the mod,

it’s still up there with the most compact devices on the market.

 

The mod itself looks a lot like the original version, just with a stylish new design and an upgraded front

panel. The OLED display screen is clear and well-presented, and it has an improved and responsive

fire button positioned above it, as well as a customizable LED light below. The device takes 21700

batteries, but it does include a sleeve for compatibility with 18650 batteries if you prefer. The device

can put out up to 100 W in VW mode, supports temperature control vaping with all common TC coil

materials, and also works in bypass mode.

 

The Ello Vate tank, one of many popular sub ohm tanks on the market, has a big part to play in the

performance you’ll get from the device. Thanks to the HW series coils that boost flavor and vapor, it

does a great job. The 6 ml capacity of the tank is pretty substantial, and it has a convex glass section

to make room for the extra e-juice. It has a top-filling design and triple airflow slots, as well as a wide

bore drip tip that makes it great for cloud-chasers.

 

Overall, the iStick Pico S 100 W is a solid mod, balancing portability and user-friendliness with

excellent performance, and for a price of $77.95 it’s pretty hard to fault.

 

 

6 – Vaporesso Revenger 220W
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/best-sub-ohm-vape-tanks
https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/pico-s-100w
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Introducing the latest addition to the market comes the new Vaporesso Revenger 220W TC starter kit.

This new Vaporesso flagship shares an incredible experience starting from its looks and ending with its

performance. The Revenger earns a spot as one of the best e-cig mods for this great beginner vape

kit.

 

The Vaporesso Revenger kit is the combination of the Revenger 220W mod that’s powered by the

OMNI Board 2.0 chipset, and the NRG sub-ohm tank. These two mesh together to create a stunning

appearance and great performance. The Revenger is designed with an aluminum chassis and in-

mould labeling injection coating, while also featuring a four button control and a 0.96 inch OLED

display. This e-cig mod has the capability of holding dual 18650 batteries and can be accessed via the

magnetized battery bay cover. As you would expect, a micro-USB port comes equipped, and it allows

for future firmware upgrades and a 2.5A quick charge system, which is lightning fast compared to most

mods currently on the market.

 

Along with a whole slew of safety features, the Revenger is also capable of delivering a 220 watt

output and six total output modes. Enjoy modes like its smart VW mode that will automatically

recommend an ideal output, its customized curve of wattage that gives you the ability to customize the

wattage output by second increments, a bypass mode that allows you to charge and vape, and a

temperature control mode that allows you to take advantage of Ni200 Nickel, Titanium, SS316, and

TCR.

 

The new NRG sub-ohm tank on the other hand, sports a 26.5mm diameter, a slide-to-fill top fill

system, a large 5mL e-juice capacity, and dual adjustable bottom airflow. Another vital feature of this

tank is its 14mm bore delrin mesh drip tip that was designed to prevent spit back. Lastly, the GT Coil

Family is utilized, which features dual and quadruple vertical coils, letting you reach up to 110 watts.

 

You can pick up the Vaporesso Revenger in a kit with the Subtank for just $69.95, making it one of the

best box mods for vapers on a budget.

 

 

5 – Innokin Proton 235 W
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/vaporessorevenger
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The Proton from Innokin is one of the best box mod devices on the market thanks to its solid power

output, the excellent battery life from the dual battery design and a pretty cool display screen. It has

tons of features and a really user-friendly interface, and the 235 W maximum power output is more

than enough for pretty much any vaper.

 

The thing that stands out immediately about the mod is the TFT color display screen, which looks

awesome and gives you a clear, at-a-glance indication of everything you need to know when you’re

vaping. It has a firing bar rather than a button, and the usual two adjustment buttons are replaced with

a pretty ingenious joystick-style button below the display. This makes it really easy to use even if

you’re new to vaping.

 

The high power output is a must for most serious mods these days, and 235 W is more than enough

for the vast majority of vapers. It should go without saying that it supports temperature control vaping

with all common TC coil materials, and it’s really easy to adjust your ramp-up wattage or the TCR that

controls how TC mode responds. In short, the device ticks all of the boxes for most vapers, and looks

cool doing it.

 

The Proton comes in a kit with the Scion 2 tank, and includes a mesh coil as well as a standard option

pre-installed to boost the performance. It comes with a 3.5 ml capacity as standard, but also includes

an alternative glass section so you can increase it to 5 ml if needed. It has a top-filling design and

adjustable airflow so it’s a good match for most vapers’ needs.

 

Overall the Proton is a great mod, and for $69.95 it’s one of the best deals on the market at the

minute.

 

 

 

4 – SMOK GX350 TC
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/proton-235w
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The SMOK brand has become a leading force within the vaping market, and it continues to show with

products like the new SMOK GX350 vape kit. This highly advanced powerhouse of a vaporizer, which

received a fair number of votes in our best ecig mod poll, utilizes SMOK’s latest generation chipset, an

ultra slim chassis, yet maintains the capability of housing four high amperage 18650 batteries for an

incredible vaping experience that you’ll enjoy time after time.

 

This kit combines the SMOK GX350 mod and the beloved TFV8 Cloud Beast sub-ohm tank. The

GX350 mod boasts an ultra slim chassis with a tridimensional polygon design that fits nicely in the

palm. It has the capability of holding up to four 18650 batteries and conceals them with a locking

bottom battery access door. To match its battery capacity, the SMOK GX350 box mod utilizes SMOK’s

latest generation chipset that allows you to take power to new heights as it offers up to 350 watts of

pure power. Much like with most modern devices of today, the GX350 also features a full temperature

control suite that delivers great range and supports various heating elements.

 

The TFV8 tank is no stranger to many, as it’s one of the best performing and most sold tanks on the

market. It starts by offering a 24.5mm diameter upon a stainless steel and glass construction. It sports

features like a 6mL e-liquid capacity, a hinge and lock top fill system, an 8.5mm delrin drip tip, and dual

adjustable airflow control. What makes this power hungry tank tick is the use of the SMOK Turbo Coil

Family that it uses, allowing you to take advantage of an octuple coil up to 260 watts and a quadruple

coil up to 180 watts. If you’re power hungry, there are no limits with this beast.

 

 

3 – SMOK Mag Baby
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/best-high-drain-batteries-for-sub-ohm-vaping-2015
https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/smokgx350
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The SMOK MAG Baby is a gorgeous addition to the Mag family. With aggressive and tasteful styling, it

is the ultimate blend of style and substance. Small in stature but capable of fierce performance, this

conveniently sized hand-held vape mod is the picture of ergonomic perfection. Shaped for comfort, it

fits easily in your hand and offers a crisp trigger action that helps you get the perfect pull every time.

 

On the technological side, all of its functions are easily navigated on a large OLED screen and the

1600mAh battery provides plenty of juice. With a maximum output of 50w, it works seamlessly with the

hard-hitting Baby Prince vape tank, which is included along with 2 replacement coils and an extra

glass tube in this kit. Built-in venting holes prevent overheating while the Cobra drip tip adds an

additional flourish of style and a powerful draw.

 

Whether you are an experienced vaper or looking for your first vaping mod, the compact and stylish

SMOK MAG Baby Kit is a perfect fit. Available at just $59.99 from Vapor4Life, it is a great value.

 

 

2 – Halo Reactor Mega
 

 

Halo’s Reactor Mega is a beast of a mod. While it doesn’t pack quite as much power as many of the

other best box mods on this list, it’s in-built 5,000 mAh battery means it can keep you vaping for longer

between charges than most of the competition. Halo may be most well-known for their e-liquids, but

the Reactor Mega is a reminder that they can make some seriously competitive devices too.

 

The Reactor Mega can provide a maximum of 80W of power. With other entries on this list of the best

vaping mods going beyond 200W, this might not seem like enough, but realistically most vapers don’t

go beyond this in day-to-day use. It might not be the perfect mod for a cloud competition, but for

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/magbabykit
https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/magbabykit
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everyday vaping the power output combined with the impressive battery life is a winning combination.

It also offers TC with nickel (Ni200), titanium and stainless steel coils to help you avoid dry hits.

 

The Reactor Mega comes in a kit with the Reactor tank, a 5 ml capacity, top-filling sub ohm tank that

comes with two 0.15 ohm Ni200 coils and one 0.5 ohm dual vertical coil offering. Combined, they offer

great performance and a very dependable setup all-round. You can pick up the Reactor Mega for just

$75.

 

 

1 – Yihi SX Mini G Class
 

 

Taking over 14 percent of the vote in our poll to earn it the title of best box mod within the VV/VW

class, the Yihi SX Mini G Class is a 200W box mod with temperature control functionality from 212 to

572 °F (firing at between 5 and 200W), and a compact, ergonomic design.

 

The appeal of the device is much the same as that of the iPV D2, offering a full-featured vape mod in a

slim design put together with comfortable operation in mind. The SX Mini G Class features a hexagon

shaped firing button, making it easy to press regardless of how you hold the device, and the

adjustment button – located below the display screen – is recessed to help prevent accidental

presses. The result is an aesthetically-pleasing mod that is intuitive to operate.

 

The SX Mini G Class takes two 18650 batteries (sold separately), accessed through a coin-slot screw

point on the bottom of the device. It comes with the standard array of safety features for regulated ecig

mods, and you can also charge you battery through the included micro-USB connection, with the

option of passthrough vaping (so you can use it while charging).

 

The mod will fire any coils down to 0.15 ohms in wattage mode and down to 0.05 ohms in

temperature-control mode, working with pretty much any atomizer on the market when combined with

the brass, spring-loaded 510 connection. Finally, there are four output modes to give you more options

for customizing your vaping experience.

 

The Yihi SX Mini G Class is fairly expensive, though, coming in at $219.95, but for the best vape mod

on the market as voted by vapers, it’s worth spending a little more to pick it up.

 

 

Best Mechanical Mods
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/reactor-mega
https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/sx-mini-m-class
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Now we move onto the best mechanical mods. Although they’ve been falling out of favor thanks to the

proliferation of regulated, high-power VV/VW mods, our mechanical mod poll actually received more

responses than the VV/VW mod poll, and mechanicals are well worth consideration for anybody

shopping for the best ecig mod for their needs.

 

10 – Tiny Vape by Demon Killer
 

 

 

Mechanical mods in the traditional style are much harder to find these days, but direct voltage output

devices like the Demon Killer Tiny Vape have swooped in to take their place in the market. Running off

an 800 mAh internal battery and putting out the raw voltage just like a traditional mech, the Demon

Killer has a top-mounted OLED display screen and a tiny size of just three inches tall. It might not be

the chunkiest mech on the market, but with a cool design and two-post RDA included as standard, it’s

a solid option for the price of $42.95.

 

 

9 – Stentorian RAM BF Squonk Box Mod by Wotofo
 

https://ecigarettereviewed.com/get/demon-killer
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